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THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND 

CONSUMER COMMISSION has broad and 

deep responsibilities across the economy and 

community to protect consumers, encourage 

competition and regulate industries, such as 

energy and communications. 

Consumers, businesses and governments 

continue to look to our organisation of about 

800 staff , stationed across the continent from 

Perth to Townsville and Hobart to Darwin, 

to assist and enforce the law in a wide range 

of areas. 

Our work includes disrupting cartels 

and online scams through to deciding 

on company mergers and resolving 

infrastructure bottlenecks.

On 1 January this year, through the 

agreement of Australia’s national, state and 

territory governments, a new nationwide 

consumer-protection regime called the 

Australian Consumer Law (ACL) came 

into eff ect. 

This latest edition of Update provides 

another snapshot of just some of our 

activities, including a special series of 

reports on one of our key roles under 

the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (the 

new name for the Trade Practices Act 1974): 

product safety. 

The ACL changes include harmonisation 

of the nation’s systems for ensuring products 

are safe. They also include formalisation 

of the ACCC’s national co-ordination role 

among the country’s federal, state and 

territory authorities.

In this area of work we use the catch-

phrase ‘make safe – buy safe – use safe’. We all 

have a right to expect that the products we 

buy work properly and don’t put us at risk of 

illness or injury—whether that be the clothes 

we wear, the toys our children play with or 

the tools we use.

In this Update we explain the elements of 

the recent changes, designed to make the 

system more streamlined, more timely and 

more eff ective. 

Among other reports, we highlight the 

important new product-safety ‘mandatory-

reporting’ laws: businesses must now notify 

the ACCC where they become aware that one 

of their products has caused illness, injury or 

death.

Also in this Autumn Update, we highlight 

the fi ndings of a report on scams that 

we released during the recent national 

Consumer Fraud Week. 

As ACCC Deputy Chairman Peter Kell 

notes, consumer scams, particularly online, 

have become a serious form of economic 

crime. During fraud week, the ACCC released 

sobering fi gures that about 41 000 people 

reported cyber crimes and scams to us in 

2010, double the previous year’s number. 

The people reporting the scams noted 

total losses of more than $60 million. Yet, this 

is almost certainly the tip of an iceberg of 

cold, hard cash lost to scammers, with many 

victims not reporting their experiences. As 

our article notes, the golden rule for all of 

us is: ‘If an off er looks too good to be true, it 

probably is”.

Inside you’ll also fi nd refreshers on other 

aspects of the Australian Consumer Law 

changes that commenced this year, including 

rights to refunds and repairs; and we ask, 

‘Would you pay $60 for a rubber band?’

Graeme Samuel 

Chairman, Australian Competition 

and Consumer Commission 

Message from the Chairman
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From Darwin to Hobart, 
wherever you buy goods or 
services these transactions 
are now governed by the 
one national law. Equally, 
if you own a business and 
sell goods or services, your 
responsibilities are the same 
from one state or territory to 
the next. 

The end of an era—goodbye to the 

Trade Practices Act

After almost 40 years on the 

Commonwealth statute books the 

Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA) was 

renamed the Competition and Consumer 

Act 2010 (CCA) on 1 January 2011.

 While the name of the law has 

changed, the principles behind 

the legislation —that is, promoting 

competition and honest and fair 

trading—remain the same.

There are some changes however, 

and these are contained within a new 

schedule to the CCA known as the 

Australian Consumer Law (ACL). The 

ACL replaces 17 existing national, state 

and territory laws with a single national 

law to make consumer protection 

consistent across Australia. 

The ACL gives the ACCC and other 

regulators new investigation tools and 

powers. The ACL has also introduced 

new laws regarding unfair terms in  

standard form consumer contracts, a 

new consumer guarantees regime and 

new laws relating to sales practices and 

product safety. 

In the area of product safety, a new 

mandatory reporting requirement is 

now in force requiring suppliers to 

advise the ACCC within two days of 

incidents associated with consumer 

products that result in death, serious 

injury or illness.

The new sales practices laws 

introduce nation-wide rules relating to 

practices such as door-to-door selling, 

lay-by sales and misleading testimonials.  

For more information and to 

download all the latest publications 

visit: www.accc.gov.au/acl or 

www.consumerlaw.gov.au 

Consumer guarantees—a 
guide for consumers
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One of the ways Australia is working to 

improve the eff ectiveness of the product 

safety regime is by developing strong 

links with safety regulators overseas. 

Australian Competition and Consumer 

Commission (ACCC) offi  cers work with their 

counterparts in many countries so they 

can share information and processes to 

improve product safety regimes. Safety is a 

global issue and by tapping into information 

available overseas, the ACCC will be able to 

identify risky products that are present in 

Australia and benefi t from the thinking of 

our counterparts.

The ACCC is also involved in a number 

of projects aimed at addressing emerging 

risks consistently. For example we are 

currently working with partner agencies in 

Canada, the European Union and the US 

on a pilot aimed at reaching a shared view 

about risks posed by products that have led 

to the death or serious injury of children. 

Having agreed on the nature of the hazard, 

the working groups will establish how the 

hazard is best addressed.

The pilot will initially focus on:

 › Corded window coverings

 › Chair-top booster seats and;

 › Baby slings

‘This project represents an innovative way 

of working on global product safety,’ Deputy 

Chairman Peter Kell said. 

The ACCC is also active in international 

product safety collaboration more broadly. 

For example, earlier this year, the ACCC 

signed an agreement with our United 

States counterpart to formalise the already 

close working arrangements on product 

safety between the two nations. The 

ACCC and the United States Consumer 

Product Safety Commission (CPSC) signed 

a Memorandum of Understanding in 

Sydney on 13 January 2011.

‘This refl ects our intention to work 

together even more closely on product 

safety issues into the future,’ Mr Kell said.

‘Signing this agreement with the United 

States Consumer Product Safety Commission 

can only strengthen our international 

systems and eff orts to reduce risks of 

injury and death associated with consumer 

products—and that’s a great benefi t for 

consumers in both countries.’

The agreement recognises the global 

nature of product safety issues and 

the opportunities the ACCC and CPSC 

have to work together in improving:

 › Identifi cation and assessment 

of risks and hazards.

 › Methods and timing of sharing 

intelligence about product safety 

hazards, standards and bans.

 › Cross-border product safety compliance.

Global products, 

Global Product Safety 

Earlier this year, the 
ACCC signed an 
agreement with our United 
States counterpart to 
formalise the already close 
working arrangements on 
product safety between the 
two nations.
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Businesses, consumers and government all 

play a role in ensuring that products sold 

in Australia are safe. Over the last two years 

the ACCC and state and territory fair trading 

agencies have implemented reforms both 

in terms of the law and the way in which it 

is administered. These changes make the 

product safety regime more streamlined, 

timely and, most importantly, more eff ective!

One of the changes means that we now 

have a single set of national regulations that 

cover product safety: product safety bans 

and standards are consistent nationwide. In 

2006 there were over 170 diff erent product 

safety regulations in Australia but most did 

not apply in all jurisdictions. Following a 

review and streamlining process, Australia 

now has a single set of 59 national bans and 

mandatory standards. 

Not only does this provide a much simpler 

environment in which businesses may 

operate but it ensures a consistent approach 

to safety for consumers: it will no longer be 

the case that a product can be considered 

unsafe and permanently banned in one state 

and yet be available in another. 

The single set of regulations will be 

enforced by the ACCC and state and territory 

fair trading agencies.

Some big changes have taken place in 

the way potentially unsafe products are 

identifi ed. The ACCC’s ability to identify 

possible hazardous products at an earlier 

point has been much improved by the 

development of a ‘Clearinghouse’ system. 

The Clearinghouse provides the ACCC 

assessment team with access to product 

safety intelligence from around the globe. 

While we continue to expand our data 

sources, they already include hospitals, other 

product safety regulators and international 

recalls databases.

The new laws also mean that businesses 

have to alert the ACCC when they become 

aware that a consumer has died or suff ered 

a serious injury or illness as a result of an 

incident associated with a consumer product 

(see our story on mandatory reporting on 

page 13 for more information).

This requirement, which we’ve called 

‘mandatory reporting,’ was introduced after 

it was recognised that suppliers often have 

access to more information about safety 

issues that relate to their products than 

government. The government’s ability to 

respond to hazards will be improved with 

better access to this information. 

Other reforms that have been implemented 

include the introduction of a one stop shop 

website (productsafety.gov.au) and other 

education initiatives. A substantial review of 

the recalls system has been undertaken and 

its recommendations implemented. This work 

should lead to an increased amount of recalls 

of unsafe products that have been sold.

As a result of these reforms consumers 

and business are better informed; the 

regulatory system is simplifi ed; Australian 

business safety culture is encouraged and 

the ACCC and state and territory regulators 

are in a better position to intervene in the 

market place at an earlier point if necessary. 

SAFE PRODUCTS
for all Australians
 People have a right to expect that the products 
they buy don’t put them at risk of illness or injury, 
whether it is an item of clothing, toys or tools.
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New product safety law
Legal changes aff ecting product safety came into eff ect on 1 January. 
Changes include: 

› Mandatory reporting—businesses must notify the ACCC where they become 
aware that one of their products has caused illness, injury or death.

› Permanent bans and mandatory standards now apply uniformly (states and 
territories may issue interim bans lasting for up to a maximum of 120 days).

› Standards may now be developed for services associated with consumer goods.

› Commonwealth and state and territory ministers with responsibility for product 
safety (Ministers) can all now issue public warning announcements. 

› All Ministers can now order that unsafe goods be recalled.

› Penalty notices can be issued to individuals or businesses if they supply products 
that are banned or don’t meet mandatory standards.

› Substantiation notices may be issued requiring suppliers to provide information 
and documents to substantiate claims they make.

› Goods may be seized or embargoed if an inspector believes that they will or 
may cause injury.

How to protect yourself and your family from 
dangerous products

› Check that the products you are buying (including any online purchases) 
comply with bans and mandatory standards (visit www.productsafety.gov.au 
to see the products mandatory standards are applied to). 
If you suspect a product is not compliant, let us know at www.productsafety.gov.au/
content

› Check product recalls directly at www.recalls.gov.au or use the link at 
www.productsafety.gov.au

› Register to automatically receive updates to our recall and product safety websites 
to ensure you have received new information.

› Always follow product instructions for assembly and correct use—in many cases, 
these instructions are designed to protect you.

› Report product-related accidents or near misses to us online at
www.productsafety.gov.au/content or to the place where you bought the product. 
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RECALLS GET A 
WIGGLE ON

Sometimes, only a very 
small quantity of a particular 

product may have been 
distributed, but this is 

not always the case. One 
company alone, for example, 

recently recalled 26 500 
toys found to be unsuitable 

for children under three 
years old.

Voluntary recalls involving much-loved, 

high-profi le brands like Dora the Explorer 

and the Wiggles are just some of the many 

matters handled by the ACCC in recent 

months in the product safety area. 

A voluntary recall occurs when the 

supplier of a consumer product initiates 

the recall and voluntarily takes action to 

remove it from distribution, sale, and/or 

consumption. A voluntary recall may also 

be negotiated with a supplier by the ACCC 

following enforcement or compliance action. 

In addition to the Dora and Wiggles recalls,  

the ACCC oversaw recalls of a diverse range 

of consumer products including cosmetic 

and beauty products, kids’ drinks, toys, 

electrical equipment and home and garden 

products. 

Sometimes, only a very small quantity 

of a particular product may have been 

distributed, but this is not always the case. 

One company alone, for example, recently 

recalled 26 500 toys found to be unsuitable 

for children under three years old.

The ACCC’s new early warning system, 

which scans safety information both in 

Australia and internationally, recently 

resulted in recalls of a number of products. 

This has included a mascara containing 

carcinogenic chemicals; two children’s drinks 

with packaging that posed a choking risk; 

four hair products with excessive levels of 

formaldehyde; underwater dive systems 

that could have led to drowning; and live 

circuit multimeters that may have caused 

electrocution.

Recalls are advertised in a number of ways 

depending on the type of product and its 

intended consumer group. The ACCC works 

closely with suppliers to identify the best 

way for them to tell their customers about 

any recall, and we also promote recalls 

ourselves via www.recalls.gov.au (where 

you can subscribe to automatic alerts so 

you always know when a product has been 

recalled) and via Twitter (@ProductSafetyAU).

For more information on recalls visit us at:

www.productsafety.gov.au 

www.recalls.gov.au 

Or follow us on: twitter@ProductSafetyAU 
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Dora Trike and Wiggles Clock

In Australia Mattel notifi ed 
the ACCC of four separate 
recalls for nine products. 
These included several 
Fisher-Price products 

Businesses have a responsibility to supply 

safe products. Unfortunately sometimes 

things go wrong and a product that has 

the potential to cause injury can end up 

in the market place. When this occurs the 

business should act responsibly and quickly 

to retrieve the product by instigating a recall.

In October 2010 Mattell Pty Limited 

commenced global recalls for Fisher-Price 

high chairs and children’s toys due to 

potential lacerations, groin injuries and 

choking hazards. 

In Australia Mattel notifi ed the ACCC of 

four separate recalls for nine products. These 

included several Fisher-Price products: 

 › Kawasaki Dora the Explorer 

Tough Trike toddler tricycles;

 › Little People Wheelies Stand 

‘n Play Rampway

 › Baby Gymtastics Play Wall

 › Ocean Wonders Kick & Crawl Aquarium

 › Baby Gymtastics 1-2-3 Tetherball

 › Baby Gymtastics Bat & Score Goal and 

 › the Health Care Close to Me and 

Easy Clean High Chairs. 

In November 2010, Next Media recalled 

its Wiggles toy clock that had been off ered 

as a free gift with Issue #97 of The Wiggles 

Magazine between September and October 

2010. The magazine was sold nationally at 

selected newsagents and supermarkets. 

The recall was initiated after a two-year 

old was able to remove the small hands of 

the clock, which presented a choking hazard 

to young children. A small plastic spindle 

that fi xes the clock-hands to the dial also 

came loose once the hands were removed.

The small parts pose a potential choking 

hazard and should be kept away from 

children 36 months of age and under. 

Further information on how to deal with 

each of these recalled products is at the 

ACCC website www.recalls.gov.au 
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  The recent recall of two cosmetic products 

that had unsafe levels of formaldehyde 

in them is a good example of how the 

ACCC acts upon local and international 

information to move quickly to help 

protect Australian consumers.

In late 2  010, ACCC product safety offi  cers 

reviewed a number of overseas reports 

that showed excessive formaldehyde 

concentrations in some cosmetics had been 

found. 

ACCC staff  also received a number 

of anecdotal complaints about hair 

straightening products from consumers and 

salon operators.

This was of great concern to the ACCC 

because in excessive amounts formaldehyde 

can irritate skin and eyes and cause skin 

sensitisation. Chronic high exposure has also 

been known to cause cancer in humans. 

Formaldehyde is best known for its use 

as a preservative in laboratories and the 

morgue. It is a chemical which is colourless 

and has a very strong smell. Formaldehyde 

occurs naturally at low levels in many things 

including plants, smoke and food. In low 

levels it can be safely and legally used in 

cosmetics as a preservative that helps ensure 

the product does not contain or develop 

harmful bacteria.

As the reports the ACCC received were for 

products that were used directly on people’s 

hair and skin, the ACCC investigated the 

complaints as a matter of urgency. 

The ACCC commissioned an analytical 

survey of a range of cosmetic products in 

collaboration with the National Industrial 

Chemicals Notifi cation and Assessment 

Scheme (NICNAS). The aim of the survey 

was to:

 › establish whether there may be safety 

concerns in relation to the level of 

formaldehyde in cosmetic products 

 › determine whether ‘formaldehyde 

free’ marketing claims were true 

 › determine whether the products 

complied with the mandatory cosmetic 

ingredient labelling requirements. 

In Australia, the maximum safe limit 

for free formaldehyde in cosmetics is 

0.2 per cent . This limit is based on a 

comprehensive assessment undertaken 

by NICNAS, the federal regulatory body 

responsible for industrial chemicals. 

Cosmetic products that exceed the 

0.2 per cent  limit are hazardous and would 

be non-compliant with relevant state and 

territory poison scheduling legislation.

ACCC results

A total of 32 diff erent cosmetic products 

were purchased by the ACCC and 

analysed. The products tested included:

 › chemical hair straightening products

 › chemical hair perming products

 › fi rm set hair gels/fi xatives

 › hair bleaches/colourants

 › nail hardeners or combined nail 

varnish/polish with hardener and 

 › oral hygiene preparations/mouthwashes.

Of the products tested, formaldehyde 

was detected in 10 products and 2 of 

these products had concentrations of 

formaldehyde above the safe limit of 

0.2 per cent . 

The two products that exceeded the 

0.2 per cent  safe limit (Keratin Complex 

Smoothing Therapy—hair straightening 

preparations, and Locks Lash Eyelash 

Extension Glue—a glue to attach false 

eyelashes) were recalled.

As a result of the survey, the ACCC has 

collaborated with relevant state and territory 

agencies to investigate other products and 

has successfully negotiated voluntary recalls 

with four other suppliers of hair straightening 

preparations whose products contained 

excessive levels of formaldehyde (some up to 

50 times over the NICNAS limit).

For details see Product Recalls Australia 

www.recalls.gov.au 

Case study: how 
products are recalled
—Formaldehyde in 
cosmetics

In late 2010, ACCC product 
safety offi cers reviewed a 
number of overseas reports 
that showed excessive 
formaldehyde concentrations 
in some cosmetics had 
been found. 

ACCC staff also received 
a number of anecdotal 
complaints about hair 
straightening products 
from consumers and 
salon operators.
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How to buy safe

To ensure your own safety, the ACCC advises that consumers: 

› Check the product ingredient information prior to purchasing the product. If 
ingredient labels are not present, or are inaccurate, you can expose yourself to 
ingredients that may cause harmful allergic reactions. The ACCC administers the 
mandatory standard for ingredients labelling on cosmetics and toiletries. More 
information on this standard can be found at: www.productsafety.gov.au/content

› If the product is supplied at a salon, talk with the salonist about the relevant 
product, ask to see the label with the ingredients and ask how the product will 
be used/applied.

› If the product recommends patch testing fi rst, then insist on doing it.

› When considering a product, check whether any products have been recalled via the 
Product Recalls Australia website at www.recalls.gov.au 

› Always follow after care instructions. 

› Where you have experienced any undesirable eff ects, immediately stop using 
the product and seek medical attention. Any injuries requiring a doctor must be 
reported to the ACCC by the supplier under the mandatory reporting requirements 
under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. 

You should exercise caution when buying a product over the internet, particularly if you 
cannot see the ingredients label/list. If you cannot access the safety related information 
from your supplier, then do not purchase the product. 

Australian businesses who supply over the internet must comply with Australian product 
safety standards and regulations.

How to sell safe

The ACCC advises that businesses must:

› Only buy/source products that comply with bans and mandatory standards.

› Where necessary, request from suppliers evidence that the relevant product 
has been tested for formaldehyde content and complies to below the 
0.2 per cent level.

› Always follow product instructions for use.

› Keep in touch with product recalls through the Product Recalls Australia 
website at www.recalls.gov.au and follow instructions for dealing with any 
recalled products you have.

› Where you, or your staff , have experienced any undesirable eff ects, stop using 
the product and seek medical attention. Any injuries requiring a doctor must be 
reported to the ACCC by the supplier under the mandatory reporting requirements 
under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. 

It is both illegal and irresponsible for anyone to continue to supply, or use, any cosmetic 
products that do not comply with the law and are unsafe.
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A single set of permanent consumer 

product safety bans now applies to all 

Australian business entities. New laws 

came into force from the start of this year 

replacing the previous system where all 

state and territory governments and the 

Commonwealth could create permanent 

product bans and safety standards.

Now, businesses only have one set of 

product safety regulations to follow, so it is 

easier for businesses to check they are not 

selling dangerous goods. 

Heavy penalties may apply if there are 

breaches of the Australian Consumer Law. If a 

supplier sells banned goods, there are heavy 

penalties, including fi nes up to $1.1 million 

and having to pay the cost of recalling all the 

products. 

Since January dangerous toys such as 

monkey bikes and toy-like novelty cigarette 

lighters have been the subject of permanent 

national bans. Bans were also applied to 

infant food containers and children’s toys 

with high levels of particular chemicals. 

The ACCC has also simplifi ed fi nding 

information about product safety for both 

businesses and customers through 

www.productsafety.gov.au and 

www.recalls.gov.au 

Permanent bans in place for unsafe products

Ban—Miniature motorbikes (monkey bikes)
 with unsafe design features

Ban—Fire footbags

Ban—Combustible candle holders
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Safety is mandatory

Businesses have two days 
to notify the ACCC after 
becoming aware that a 
product they supplied to 
consumers caused, or may 
have caused, serious injury, 
illness or death, following 
changes that took effect 
from the beginning of 
this year.

This requirement, known as ‘mandatory 

reporting,’ is a part of broader consumer law 

reforms known as the Australian Consumer 

Law (ACL). This new requirement will allow 

ACCC offi  cers to identify signifi cant safety 

issues at an earlier point and become 

involved in addressing the issue if necessary. 

It will also improve hazard detection by 

assisting offi  cers to identify injury trends 

that would not otherwise be evident.

Business can report online via the 

Product Safety Australia website: visit 

www.productsafety.gov.au/

mandatoryreporting and click on the link 

to the mandatory reporting form 

www.productsafety.gov.au/

mandatoryreporting

The ACCC has released draft guidelines 

to help businesses understand what to 

report, when and how. The guidelines can 

be found at www.productsafety.gov.au/

mandatoryreporting

National ACL guide
Product safety: A guide for businesses 
and legal practitioners
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CUSTOMERS have long had various 

warranty, return and refund rights under 

diff erent state, territory and federal laws—

but often buyers and sellers have not 

understood this or have not understood 

exactly what they can and should do.

From 1 January this year these diff erent 

laws across Australia have all been replaced 

with one single, national law: the Australian 

Consumer Law (ACL). 

The ACL outlines the rights all consumers 

automatically have whenever they buy, 

lease or hire a product or service. Consumer 

goods and services bought on or after 

1 January 2011 anywhere in Australia come 

with a number of ‘consumer guarantees’. 

The law is not a radical change from 

the previous system and the underlying 

principle stays the same: suppliers must give 

consumers a remedy when goods or services 

don’t meet a certain standard, aren’t as 

described or don’t do what they’re supposed 

to do.

Suppliers and manufacturers often sell 

extended and voluntary warranties. These 

warranties are separate to rights under the 

consumer guarantees. So consumers may still 

have rights under the guarantees after the 

voluntary or extended warranty has ended.

Some stores will off er a refund or exchange 

when there is no problem with goods but the 

customer no longer wants them—so-called 

‘change-of-mind’ returns. But this is not a 

specifi c right provided by the ACL.

What do the consumer 
guarantees apply to?

The guarantees apply to all goods and 

services costing up to $40 000 and also to 

those goods which cost more than that, but 

are normally bought for personal, domestic 

or household use or consumption. The 

guarantees also apply to all vehicles and 

trailers that are generally used to transport 

goods on public roads, whatever they cost.

The consumer guarantees do not apply 

to goods bought for re-sale or to be 

transformed, then sold.

Consumer 
guarantees

You bought it, took it home, 
opened the box and—uh 
oh—it doesn’t work. What 
are your consumer-law 
rights when you buy a good 
or service and then hit 
trouble like this?

What rights are guaranteed?

Suppliers and manufacturers 

guarantee that goods: 

 › are of acceptable quality—that is, they 

are reasonably safe, durable and defect-

free, are acceptable in appearance and 

suitable for their normal use, and

 › match any description given to the goods.

Suppliers and manufacturers also 

guarantee any extra promises they make 

about the goods.

Suppliers guarantee that goods:

 › are fi t for any disclosed purpose—If 

a consumer tells a supplier that they 

want a product for a particular purpose 

and they buy it based on the supplier’s 

claims or expertise, the seller guarantees 

it will meet your purpose—but not 

if the consumer buys it despite the 

seller advising it will not do so

 › match any sample or demonstration model 

shown to the consumer before purchase 

 › come with ‘clear title’, they don’t carry 

any hidden securities and no-one 

has a legal right to take the goods or 

stop the consumer using them.

Manufacturers guarantee repair facilities 

and spare parts will be reasonably available 

for a reasonable time. 

Service providers guarantee that they 

will use an acceptable level of care and skill 

and that services will achieve any disclosed 

purpose or result. Services must also be 

provided within a reasonable timeframe if 

the contract does not specify one.

What happens if the 
guarantees aren’t met?

If a guarantee is not met then the 

consumer is entitled to seek a remedy—

generally replacement, repair, resupply 

of the services or a refund. 

The consumer is entitled to the remedy 

regardless of whether they have the original 

packaging. If the consumer no longer has 

a receipt, alternative proof of purchase, for 

example a signed and dated warranty card 

or lay-by document, is enough. 

If the guarantees of acceptable quality 

or matching description have not been 

complied with, consumers are entitled 

to seek a remedy from the supplier or 

the manufacturer. A supplier cannot tell 

a customer that they must deal with the 

manufacturer. Suppliers may, however, 

choose to send the goods back to the 

manufacturer to identify the problem 

and fi x it.

The appropriate remedy will depend on 

how serious the problem with the goods or 

services is. If the problem is major, or cannot 

be fi xed in a reasonable time, the consumers 

are entitled to choose whether they would 

prefer a refund, a replacement or to seek 

compensation for any drop in value from 

the price paid. If the problem with the good 

or service is minor, the supplier or service 

provider can choose to fi x the problem with 

the goods or services, replace the good or 

give a refund.

If the problem with the goods or services 

causes other loss or damage—for example, 

an air conditioner leaks and damages 

carpet—the consumer may also seek 

compensation. 

Consumers will not be entitled to a 

remedy if they have misused the goods or 

have been careless.
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Stretching the truth
Would you pay $60 for 
a rubber band? That’s 
what many Australian 
consumers paid for when 
they purchased a wristband 
claiming to improve 
‘balance, strength and 
fl exibility’.

The bands are made of silicone and 

feature holograms that claimed to be 

“embedded with frequencies that react 

positively with your body’s natural energy 

fi eld”.

These claims turned out to be stretching 

the truth when, in December last year, the 

company selling the wristbands, Power 

Balance Australia Pty Ltd, admitted there was 

no credible scientifi c basis for the claims.

Before the ACCC took action against the 

company these, and similar products, were 

de rigueur for professional and armchair 

athletes alike. They were particularly popular 

in Australia among AFL and NRL players, 

jockeys and surfers and sported overseas by 

soccer and basketball stars.

Chairman of the ACCC, Graeme Samuel, 

noted the impact that marketing of products 

such as Power Balance bands and pendants 

can have on consumers.

‘When a product is heavily promoted, 

sold at major sporting stores and worn 

by sport stars, consumers tend to give 

a certain legitimacy to the product 

and the  representations being made,’ 

Mr Samuel said.

To address the ACCC’s concerns, Power 

Balance provided the ACCC with court-

enforceable undertakings that it would take 

a number of measures, including that the 

company publish corrective advertising to 

prevent consumers from being misled and 

off er a refund to any consumers that feel 

they have been misled.

The wristbands can continue to be 

sold in Australia so long as the packaging 

is changed to remove any misleading 

representations and the words “performance 

technology” are not displayed on the band 

itself.

If Power Balance attempts to make any 

of the above claims about its products in 

the future, it can only do so by obtaining a 

written report from an independent testing 

body that has tested the products pursuant 

to a scientifi c study or clinical trial which 

provides a statistically signifi cant basis for 

making any of the claims.
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The most commonly reported scam in 2010 was 
advance fee scams. These scams can take many forms 
but often trick people into believing they have received 
a legitimate offer such as a government grant from a 
trustworthy source. 

Scam reports rise over 
100 per cent in 2010

This year’s National 
Consumer Fraud Week 
kicked off with fi gures 
being released that showed 
reports of cyber crime and 
scams to the ACCC had 
doubled from 2009.

Targeting scams: Report of the ACCC on scam 

activity in 2010, reported that in 2010 the 

ACCC received more than 41 000 reports 

of scams, more than double that in 2009.

‘Consumer scams have become a serious 

form of economic crime, especially in the 

online arena,’ Deputy Chair Peter Kell said.

‘The tens of millions of dollars of losses 

reported to the ACCC are only a part of the 

overall cost to the Australian community, 

as many scams go unreported and indirect 

losses are also very signifi cant’, he said. 

A positive development in 2010 has 

been that more consumers are prepared 

to report scams, even if they have not lost 

money. This suggests that some consumers 

are becoming more aware of the dangers 

associated with such crimes. In this context 

the SCAMwatch website has become 

an important portal for consumers and 

businesses looking for information about 

how to avoid the risks or to report consumer 

scams and cybercrime.

However, it is worrying that the increase 

in reports also points to the growing 

involvement of sophisticated criminal 

networks in this activity. 

Of the consumers that contacted the 

ACCC, 16 per cent  had experienced a 

fi nancial loss. These losses ranged from a 

few dollars to several million dollars and 

collectively represent more than $63 million. 

The most commonly reported scam 

in 2010 was advance fee scams. These 

scams can take many forms but often trick 

people into believing they have received a 

legitimate off er such as a government grant 

from a trustworthy source. 

Consumers are often less cautious when 

judging the authenticity of the off er and may 

provide payments and personal details more 

readily as the scammers pose as a legitimate 

government department telling the person 

they have won a government grant or some 

type of payment but they must pay some 

associated fees (such as administration fees) 

in order to receive the grant.

Other common advance fee scams 

involve scammers posting fake classifi ed 

advertisements for expensive consumer 

goods such as cars at seemingly very cheap 

prices. The buyer is asked to pay in full or for 

transportation costs and they never get the 

goods they have paid for.

Another common scam type for 2010 

was computer hacking. In this scam people 

would get a call from a scammer who 

claimed to be a representative of Microsoft 

or another genuine service provider. 

They would falsely claim that the person’s 

computer was infected with a virus and 

convince them to give the scammer remote 

access to their computer. They would then 

convince people to buy anti-virus software. 

Some of these scams even involved sending 

people to a link that would actually infect 

their computer with a virus.

‘Every year there are reports of new ways 

scammers try to swindle people. In 2010 

over a third of scams were delivered by 

phone, perhaps because of the growing 

popularity of free or cheap voice over 

internet services,’ Mr Kell said.
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‘In 2010 the ACCC observed a marked 

increase in consumer reports indicating 

that many telephone scams were operating 

out of overseas call centres. Scammers take 

deliberate and elaborate steps to ensure 

they cannot be traced. The best form of 

protection for consumers is to be alert to 

the possibility of scams,’ he said.

Some things to look out for include:

 › If it looks too good to be 

true—it probably is. 

 › ALWAYS get independent advice 

if an off er involves signifi cant 

money, time or commitment. 

 › Remember there are no get-rich-

quick schemes: the only people who 

make money are the scammers. 

 › NEVER send money or give credit 

card or online account details to 

anyone you do not know and trust. 

 › Never provide fi nancial/credit 

card details via email.

 › Do not open suspicious or 

unsolicited emails (spam) even 

to unsubscribe: delete them. 

 › Do not click on any links or 

attachments in a spam email. 

  National Consumer Fraud Week is an 

initiative of the Australasian Consumer Fraud 

Taskforce. The Taskforce, formed in 2006, 

comprises 22 government members across 

Australia and New Zealand working together 

to combat fraudulent activity. There are also 

state and territory members. 

For more information regarding the 

Australasian Consumer Fraud Taskforce visit 

www.scamwatch.gov.au

People who wish to report scam activity 

can report scams to the ACCC via the 

report a scam page on SCAMwatch 

www.scamwatch.gov.au or by calling 

1300 795 995. They can also contact 

their local or state or territory consumer 

protection agency. The contact details for 

each agency can be found at 

www.scamwatch.gov.au/content

Of the consumers that 
contacted the ACCC, 
16 per cent had experienced 
a fi nancial loss. These losses 
ranged from a few dollars to 
several million dollars and 
collectively represent more 
than $63 million. 

Targeting scams: Report of the ACCC on 
scam activity in 2010

Top 10 scam types complained about to the ACCC in 2010

Type

Total scams reported to 

ACCC in 2010

 Per cent of total 

reports

Advanced fee/up-front payment 14 739 34.8

Online auction and shopping 5 527 13.0

Computer hacking 4 983 11.8

Lottery and sweepstakes 3 468 8.2

Unexpected prizes 2 813 6.6

False billing (including advertising, directory and 

domain name)

2 740 6.5

Banking and online account (including phishing) 2 692 6.4

Job and employment (including business 

opportunity)

1 322 3.1

Dating and romance (including adult services) 1 149 2.7

Computer prediction software (including betting) 604 1.4
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Last year, the ACCC received more than 600 complaints 
from franchisees about the conduct of their franchisors.
Franchising expos provide the ACCC’s Outreach team 
with the perfect opportunity to keep franchisees and 
franchisors up-to-date …

The ACCC is responsible for promoting 

compliance with the Franchising Code of 

Conduct (the Code) and the Competition 

and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA). The ACCC’s 

Regional Outreach Managers play a key role 

in educating franchisees and franchisors 

about their rights and obligations under 

the Code and the CCA. In particular, 

Outreach Managers attend franchising 

expos around the country each year.

The Franchising and Business Opportunities 

Expo is held in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane 

and Perth each year. These expos are very 

well attended and target those interested in 

buying a franchise. 

In Victoria last year, the ACCC shared 

a stand with the Offi  ce of the Victorian 

Small Business Commissioner. Over 500 

members of the public including franchisees, 

prospective franchisees and franchisors 

visited the stand over the three days in 

August.

At the 2010 expos, ACCC Outreach 

Managers give presentations at the expos 

outlining the key parts of the Code, in 

particular amendments made on 1 July 2010, 

which apply to franchise agreements 

entered into on or after 1 July 2010. This also 

includes franchise agreements transferred, 

renewed or extended on or after 1 July 2010. 

The new amendments require more 

detailed disclosure to be made, including 

information about failure, third party 

payments and confi dentiality obligations. 

Amendments also introduce the concept 

of ‘novation’, when one franchise fi nishes 

and another franchise is entered into with a 

transferee on the same terms. More specifi c 

dispute resolution processes are now 

detailed in the Code. More detail can be 

found at www.accc.gov.au

The presentations also outlined important 

things that prospective franchisees need to 

be aware of before entering into a franchise 

agreement. The expos gave the ACCC an 

opportunity to promote a new, free online 

pre-entry education program—go to 

www.franchise.edu.au/pre-entry-franchise-

education

The pre-entry education program is a 

one-stop shop for prospective franchisees, 

giving them a better understanding of their 

rights and obligations under the Code and 

the CCA, as well as other franchising-specifi c 

issues, including royalties, operations 

manuals, marketing funds and site selection.

In addition to franchising, the ACCC’s 

Outreach Managers undertake a range of 

educative activities for small businesses, 

including attending trade shows, giving 

presentations and seminars to industry and 

community groups, distributing publications 

and visiting traders to ensure they are 

fully informed of any relevant competition 

and consumer law issues, including the 

new Australian Consumer Law and small 

business scams.

ACCC helps the franchising sector
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Targeting scams Report of the 

ACCC on scam activity 2010

Business snapshot: 

Australian Consumer Law: 

What you need to know 

Monitoring of the Australian 

petroleum industry—report of 

the ACCC into the prices, profi ts 

and costs of unleaded petrol 

in Australia, December 2010

Business snapshot: 

Consumer guarantees 

State of the energy market 2010

Business snapshot: Fair 

sales practices 

Consumer guarantees—a 

guide for consumers

Kickstart your career: Become 

an ACCC graduate

ACCC publications—
recent highlights
View these and many more online at accc.gov.au

Publication orders can be 

placed online or by calling 

the ACCC Infocentre on

1300 302 502
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SUBSCRIPTION

To subscribe to ACCC update, please email: 

publishing.unit@accc.gov.au

or subscribe online:

www.accc.gov.au/ACCCUpdateSubscription

(Please note: This web address is case sensitive)

ACCC CONTACTS

Infocentre 1300 302 502

Website www.accc.gov.au

Callers who are deaf or have a hearing or speech impairment 

can contact the ACCC through the National Relay Service: 

relayservice.com.au

Voice-only (speak and listen) users phone:

1300 555 727 and ask for 1300 302 502

www.accc.gov.au


